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1 - Eliv The Raven

Note: No plus sign equals no own.

Time: About 28 years after "Goodbye, Cerinia".

This story introduces quite a few new fan characters, the main character being Eliv The Raven, a raven
who is discriminated just because he's a raven. In other words, God hath forgiven thy Eliv, but almost no
one else has.

Eliv watches the night sky and remembers what happened to him that seperated him from his twin sister,
Eles. They lived in a small town, where the people were kindly to them. But, another town not too far
away wasn't getting rain for weeks. So, they went all angry mob on the good village, which was rumored
to have a pair of ravens in them. Eliv and Eles were both taken, but Eliv was rescued by Ice Cube and
Bruce Willis.

Ice Cube: "Les do dis, Bruce-Money!"

Bruce W.: "Yipiy ki yo, Mutha $*%#as!"

Anyway, the bad town people took away Eles and founded a secret village somewhere out there. Eliv
promised that he would take care of his twin sister, because he was a few years older. He traveled from
place to place, but everyone just shunned him again and again. There was one place left; a house by
the Mystic Ruins.

Eliv+: "There has to be someone in this house." *knocks on the door*

???: "I'll get it!"

The door opened, revealing a forest-green fox. Eliv could tell it was a girl, because she was wearing a
yellow sleeve-less shirt that led down to a short skirt. Eles wore the same outfit when Eliv last saw her.

???: "Hello, would you like to- Eeek!"

Eliv turned away, thinking that the fox saw that he was a raven and wanted to scream.

???: "You're going to freeze if you don't come inside! Come in, please!"

The fox pulled Eliv in and closed the door. The fox brought Eliv to her brother.

???: "Niles! We have a guest today!"

Niles+: "Cosmet, you're not supposed to bring strangers into the house!"



Eliv looked at the strange boy. He had pale white skin and blonde hair. He wore glasses and a green
shirt. For a minute, Eliv could've sworn he was a plant.

Cosmet+: "Come on!" *pulls Eliv by his arm through the house*

Eliv: "Gah! What are you doing?"

Cosmet: "How do you mean 'what am I doing?' You wanted to come in, right?"

Eliv: "Uh, actually, I was just going to ask you if you knew where a girl who looked like me was."

Cosmet: "Well, that's a surprise. I won't let you go out there tonight, though. It's way too cold!"

Eliv was biased by the fox's outgoing-ness. Did she even know that he was a raven?

Cosmet: "My name is Cosmet. The boy in there was Niles, my little brother."

Eliv: "I'm Eliv, and I'm...a raven."

He looked away again so that he could endure her when she went nuts. But, to his surprise, she didn't.

Cosmet: "A raven? What's so bad about that?"

Eliv: "Well...you see...ravens are considered bad luck, as we were denied water by God. Many people
have chased me away just for that reason. My sister and I were seperated a long time ago as a result of
this. I'm looking for her even to this day."

The raven still didn't want to make eye contact with her.

Cosmet: "What? How can people just discriminate you like that? You don't seem like a bad person to
me."

Eliv: "Huh?"

Cosmet: "I won't do such a thing! It's not right, raven or not."

Eliv: "If only everyone was like you....where are your parents?"

Cosmet: "Oh, they'll be gone for 2 days. Father said it was something important. When I asked him what
it was, he simply said that they needed to take our littlest brother, Sonen. You shouldn't worry about
them; a lot of people know our father."

Eliv thought he knew who her father was at that moment.

Eliv: "I think I know your father...he is an inventor, isn't he?" *Cosmet nods* "Is his name 'Professor Tails
Prower?"



Cosmet: "Yes, it is. How did you know?"

Eliv: "He IS a famous inventor; everyone's heard about him. But, I have to ask, why is Niles not a fox like
you?"

Cosmet: "He is more like our mother....her name is Cosmo, and....she isn't a fox, but....a plant alien of
sorts. The last of her kind, Father said."

Eliv: "That's..."

Eliv stared at the fox, and she looked away.

Cosmet: "Sad, I know."

Eliv moved closer to her.

Eliv: "No, not quite. It's great your mother is unique; that means she is rebuilding her race, saving her
from extinction."

Cosmet: "Yeah, you're right! I never really thought of it that way..."

Niles burst into his sister's room.

Niles: "Sis! We've got a problem! Some people with guns outside want the raven! We have to do
something!"

Cosmet: "You'd better not be suggesting that we give him up, do you?"

Niles: "Of course not! I overheard what you two were saying. I wouldn't give him up, anyway."

Cosmet: "Come on, Eliv! Father made a secret back door in case something like this would happen.
Follow me!"

Niles and Cosmet lead Eliv to a back door.

Cosmet: "Both of you, stay close to me."

They left into the ruins area. There was a lab building that could be seen. Cosmet placed her hand on it.

Cosmet: "Cosmet Prower. Password: White Seed."

The door opened.

Eliv: "What is this place?"

Niles: "This is Dad's lab. He builds a lot of neat things here."



Cosmet: "We should be safe here, for the time being. Do you know who those people were, Eliv?"

Eliv: "Not sure. But I don't think we can sit here and talk about it. If those people were the ones who hid
from me when they took my sister Eles, then they will go back to their hiding place and run off."

Niles: "Then I guess we can use one of Dad's old inventions. Like this one!" *Niles pointed at a mech*
"This is the Cyclone. Dad used it over 2 decades ago. It should still work. It's a good thing that I know
how to use it."

Cosmet: "You'd better not wreck it this time, Niles. Remember what happened last time?"

Niles: "Yes...Dad made me fix it all by myself. The thing's practically an artifact. Machines haven't
changed much, but the Cyclone is an early creation."

Eliv: " You got your father's intelligence, right?"

Niles nodded.

The boy jumped into it and started it up. The lab door opened up and they were off to the ruins.

Eliv: "How can you stand it being this cold, Cosmet?"

Cosmet: "Well, I have fur and Niles wears his home-made insulated shirt. Oh, wait, all you have are your
feathers and gloves and shoes! I'm sorry! I'll be right back!"

She flew back into the lab and brought back a silvery cloak.

Cosmet: " I'm sorry, this is all I could find. It used to be Mother's."

Eliv: *Pulling on the cloak* "Thank you. It will do."

Inside the hidden town, Eles, a pink skirt and shirt wearing raven, was tied up in an empty house. An old
yet stern man walked in.

Leader: "Well, raven girl, it seems that your brother is on his way here. But, you're not going to see him.
Ever again."

Eles+: "What are you going to do to him?"

Leader: "It's not what I'm going to do to him that matters, but to you."

Eles: "What?"

Leader took out a gun and pointed it at Eles. He smiled maniacally and started to pull the trigger. Just
then, he heard an explosion from outside. It was Niles in the Cyclone. He also saw a green fox, as well
as Eliv.



Leader: "After I kill your brother, you're next, devil bird."

Leader slapped Eles, leaving a red mark on her already-scarred face.

Back to Eliv...

Eliv: *Threw a robot's head behind him and grabbed a vile villager* "Where is Eles, monster?"

Villager: "Heh heh heh...I won't tell a raven anything."

Eliv threw him behind him as well.

Eliv: "Where are you, Eles?"

He placed his fist on his head. Cosmet put her hand on his shoulder.

Cosmet: "Don't worry, we'll find her."

Leader: "Oh, you'll see her alright; when I send you all to Hell!"

Niles: "Hey, you're the former leader of the CIA. The one who was thrown out for crimes of racism and
hostility towards aliens and animals!"

Leader: "Ha ha ha! I was! And these two ravens think that they can be equals. Only humans can truly
achieve equality! Now die, green fox freak!"

He shot at Cosmet, but Eliv stood in the way and the bullet hit his shoulder.

Cosmet: "Eliv! Why did you do that?"

Eliv: "Unnn...later, Cosmet. I need to rescue my sister and teach this guy a lesson!"

Eliv ran to Leader. Leader tried to shoot him, but he only missed. Eliv elbowed Leader in the stomach
and knocked him back, unconcious.

Niles: "That's amazing! What made that madman think that humans were better then ravens, when he
just got the wind knocked out of him!"

Eliv pulled the bullet out of his shoulder. Cosmet ran to him and wrapped his wound with a piece of her
own cloak. They searched the village for Eles, and finally found her in the house.

Eliv: "Eles!"

Eles: "Eliv!"

Typing those last two parts was a very confusing effort. Eliv untied her and embraced his sister.



Eliv: "Eles, what did these people do to you?"

Eles: "They were as they seem. They hate ravens. I don't know how much more abuse I could take.
Thank you for coming....I thought you were never going to find me."

Eliv: "It's ok now. Let's get out of here."

Eliv left the house with Eles in his arms.

Cosmet: "You found her! I'm so glad you saved your family!"

Niles: "Leader founded this fascist based town in revenge for being thrown out of the CIA. It's a good
thing we got here and ended his reign."

Leader was on the ground reaching for his gun and aimed at Eliv.

Leader: "Now, you die, raven freak!"

Eliv put Eles behind him and expected an impact after he heard a gun go off. But he wasn't the one who
was shot, and Leader wasn't the one who fired. Eliv looked at Leader and saw that a bullet went through
his head. He looked from where the bullet came. Another old man who wore a yellow scarf and a red
coat and black shirt stood behind Leader.

South+: "And so you are ended, Leader. Burn in Hell."

Niles: "Hey, you're South, the former agent who confronted Leader and met my mom and dad."

South: "You must be Tails' son. Yes, I'm South. I have been hunting this bastard for years after he
kidnapped that girl. Ravens....they may have been shunned by God, but you two are a clear example
that God only meant the lesser species. Gotta go, though. Need to get back to freelancing."

South left. Eliv sat down on the cold ground and sighed. His wound was exhausting him. Cosmet helped
him up and everyone went back to the Prower house.

Cosmet: "Eliv..."

Eliv: "Yes?"

Cosmet: "Where will you go now? You found Eles and fulfilled your promise to her. Are you going to
leave?"

Eliv: "...No....this is probably the best place for us....we never really had a home."

Cosmet: "That's great! I mean, uhhh..." *blushes*"

Eliv: "Huh?" *blushes*



Niles: "But sis, how are we going to tell Mom and Dad about this?"

Cosmet: "We'll just have to keep them a secret. We can do it."

And they did. Well, almost...2 days later...

Tails: "Cosmet, Niles, we're back!"

Cosmet: "I missed you, Father."

Cosmo: *Rocking baby Sonen* "Where is your brother?"

Cosmet: "He's out back."

Tails went to the backyard of his home and looked for his son.

Tails: "ACCCCKKKKK!!!"

And he found him.

Cosmo: "What is it? What happened?"

Tails was standing, looking at the massive dent the villagers made in the lab 2 days before. He was
tapping his foot, expecting an explanation.

The entire Prower family was in the back.

Tails: "Niles Elwood Prower, who or what damaged the lab like this? And don't say that Chaos did it this
time. He was with me while we were gone."

Niles: "Uhh, well, uh, you see, uh..."

Cosmo: "Please tell us what happened here."

Cosmet: "I will."

And so the Prower siblings had to tell their parents about what happened. They revealed Eliv and Eles'
position. Cosmo didn't know what a raven was, so Tails had to explain it to his wife. She acted in her
usual calm way when in this situation. It was easier explaining then Cosmet and Niles thought. After
Tails explained what a raven was to Cosmo, South arrived and told them what had happened from his
point of view. Eliv and Eles were allowed to stay with them, much to the insistance of Cosmo.

Cosmet: "Yaayyyy! *hugs Eliv*

Eliv: *Blushing* "Uhh, Cosmet?"

THE END



2 - Metal Sonic: Evolved

Note: No plus sign equals no own.

Time: 2 and one half weeks after The Death Egg fell.

Metal Sonic had finished in recovery mode. He looked around the surface of Sauria. Nothing much but
trees, dinosaurs and the like.

Metal Sonic: "I still don't have the slightest idea where I am."

He decided to scan the rest of the planet.

Metal Sonic: "Dinosaur ancestry...has been copied."

He then thought that maybe there was something that could give him and edge against Sonic. He
scoured the planet more thoroughly, but came up with nothing.

Metal Sonic: "What is this feeling....AHHHH!!!! UNNGHGHGHG!!!! WHAT IS THAT PLACE?!! GAHHH!!"

He arrived at the top of the Krozoa Palace and discovered the Krozoa spirits. There, the spirits flew
around chanting. Metal Sonic tried as he might, but couldn't copy the creatures. He thought that he
needed someone who could speak to them, or he could try talking to them himself.

Metal Sonic: "What are you creatures?"

Nothing.

Metal Sonic: "Why do I suffer so?"

Nothing still.

Metal Sonic: "Fine then. I'll just have to take you from here until you tell me."

And he did. He chased every spirit until he had all 6. Power resonated through him.

Metal Sonic: "I still feel the pain...but I can suppress it. Now to get Sonic here..."

Just then, the planet began to shake and break apart.

Metal Sonic: "I see. Krozoa species power over Dark Matter...has been copied."

Now to Sonic...



Tails: "Sonic, we have trouble!"

Sonic: "What is it?"

Tails: "The planet we were on not too long ago began to break apart just now. If it continues like this,
Sauria will be destroyed, along with some of the surrounding planets!"

Sonic: "How will we get there?"

Metal Sonic: "Like this!"

Before anything could be done, Sonic and Tails were teleported to Metal Sonic.

Sonic: "What the-- Metal!"

Metal Sonic: "Ha ha ha ha ha! Yes! And I will defeat you this time! Now that you don't have the Chaos
Emeralds, you can't possibly defeat me and my newfound power!"

Sonic: "Arggghhh....he's right. But I still have to try, or else he'll endanger someone in my stay."

Tails: "Sonic, how will we beat him? He looks stronger then before!"

Metal Sonic: "You can't, that's how!"

Sonic: "Alright, you win. Let's get this over with."

Metal Sonic flew at Sonic faster then Sonic could have imagened. But before Metal could get even an
arm length away from him, he stopped all of a sudden.

Metal Sonic: "Gaahhhh! What is- Why can't I move?!"

The Krozoa inside Metal's body escaped.

Metal Sonic: "What is happening? Why are the Krozoa leaving my body?"

Krozoa spirit: "You were using our power for your own ends. We swore never to do that again, due to
what happened several of your mortal years ago."

Sonic: "Well, that was surprisingly easy."

Krozoa spirit: "And you, blue one, accepted the metal one's challenge, and thus, we shall punish you
both!!"

Tails: "What? No, don't do it!"

Krozoa spirit: "You are pure, fox child. You may take your leave."



Tails: "And leave Sonic? Never!"

Krozoa spirit: "Then you shall all be punished."

The Spirits merged together to form the Krozoa Head.

Krozoa: "Time to be judged!"

Metal Sonic: "You are foolish to call me 'mortal', as well as weak."

Sonic: "Whoever used your power for his own ends last time should be the one to be punished."

Krozoa: "He already has."

Tails: "Then don't harm those who don't truly deserve it!"

Krozoa: "Silence!"

Krozoa fired the laser from his eyes at Tails, but Sonic ran and pulled him out of the way.

Metal Sonic: "I have a question that I learned from copying you spirits: why did you try to destroy Earth
all those years ago?"

Krozoa: "That is not of your affair."

Sonic: "I'm pretty sure it's anyone's affair. After all, you tried to destroy an entire planet!"

Krozoa: "FOOLS! EARTHLY DINOSAURS WOULD HAVE SURPASSED OUR VASTLY SUPERIOR
DINOSAURS!!!"

Tails: "So you were jealous? That is not how you should judge the matter! I learned from someone that
you don't have to do what would appear to be the only choice. You could've just approved of Earth and
concentrated on your own world."

Sonic: "And how do you know that Earth would surpass you if time hasn't passed? Sauria could've
prospered, but you wasted it!"

Metal Sonic: "....."

Krozoa: "You mortal FOOLS do not tell a god what to do! I will crush you all!"

Krozoa open his mouth and fired a massive laser from it. Sonic and Tails were thrown back from the
blast, while Metal Sonic's jet shorted out.

Metal Sonic: {The feeling is ever stronger...that thing is restraining my evolution...I must understand
it...and destroy the god!} "You have forgotten; I copied your power!"



Krozoa: "You will not use it well."

Metal Sonic and Sonic both mirrored each other and kicked both of the Krozoa's eyes out.

Krozoa: "Gragh!!! You will suffer!"

Sonic: "To think that Eggman's pet god was evil..."

Tails: "Sonic! It's mouth is radiating a strange energy. Both of you must target it's mouth!"

Metal Sonic held the Krozoa's mouth open while Sonic charged up spin speed. Tails kicked Sonic in the
Krozoa's mouth and he went right through it.

Krozoa: "NOOO, YOU FOOLS!!! I WILL TAKE YOU ALL WITH ME!!!"

The Krozoa exploded in a massive power surge. Sonic bounced back and held on to Tails as they flew
back. Metal Sonic, however, was thrown off the edge. He was missing an arm, and was barely holding
on with his remaining hand.

Sonic: "Metal, hang on!"

Sonic ran over to Metal. Metal Sonic stared at Sonic and came to a realization; the real Sonic he was
staring at had such power because he had a heart. Maybe, someday, he too could have one. Metal
could see the warmth and emotion in his counter-parts green eyes, yet had nothing behind his own. He
looked at himself at a reflection at a crevice; he was only a fake, built to destoy Sonic. He recalled what
Tails had said to the Krozoa earlier. He didn't have to destroy Sonic. Instead, he made a different
decision.

Metal Sonic: "There can only be one Sonic."

Metal let go and fell into the darkness of the clouds.

Sonic: "....."

Tails: "Sonic?"

Sonic: "Let's get back home, Tails."

The planet reassembled itself. One of the benevolent Krozoa spirits transported them back to The
Embassy.

Tails: "Can Metal really be evolving beyond his limitations?"

Sonic: "Yeah...I guess he really was."

THE END



3 - Klaggen The Mind Flayer

Note: No plus sign equals no own.

Time: about 8 years after "Goodbye, Cerinia".

Deep in the dark part of the system, a dark figure talks to himself on the problem on his hands.

Klaggen+: I am Klaggen, youngest son of The Mind Flayer people clan Orivane. I undermine the galaxy,
searching for the chance to prove myself as an evil Mind Flayer. Except there is one thing standing in
my way...I'M AN IDIOT!!!

Klaggen slammed his head on his desk. He indeed was an idiot. There have been times when he had a
chance at being evil, but only messed up his plan, even though they were brilliant. After rubbing his head
a little, he turned to the computer in his dark ship. Countless days he had spent looking for the perfect
chance at evil. Another hour passed, though not fruitless. His computer took control of a moving camera
that had a visual of two people talking together. They both were in their teens. The boy was blushing a
little.

Klaggen: "What's this? A fox with two tails?"

He wasn't at all surprised; he had seen weirder creatures.

Klaggen: " 'Miles 'Tails' Prower'. Who's that next to him? 'Cosmo', eh? Heh heh heh...'may just be soul
mates'... Let's check your bio, 'Cosmo'..."

He slammed his head on the space next to the computer again.

Klaggen: " 'Last of her kind...gave up her life to save the universe...reborn from a seed'. Putting her in
danger isn't evil in those circumstances, just heartless and stupid! Who makes these bios, anyway?
'Weresheep'? Well, let's see if there isn't anything else..."

He came to a picture and bio (all of the bios are made by me, by order of the government) of Dr.
Eggman.

Klaggen: "Ahh....this is interesting...he seems to have a few underlings. Maybe that's what I'm missing!
Uggg...I'm getting ahead of myself...where the Hell am I going to find an underling who would serve me
loyaly? Maybe a robot? Yes...a robot...they should be easy to find...it says here in Eggman's bio that he
sells extra robots for cash. I've got a lot of money from stealing from my dumb brother-in-law; he's the
biggest moron in the entire star system!"

Klaggen clicked on a link that went to "www.buymyeggbots.com&quot; and looked for any qualifying
servants. After he found Decoe and Becoe (from Sonic X) on the list, he wanted to know why they were
for sale. In short, they were outdated by Eggman's servant god, Croix (+), and his partner in evil, Sigma.

http://www.buymyeggbots.com&quot


Klaggen tallied up the cost and looked up the exchange rate: 500 rings for just 10 of his Black coins,
which was relatively cheap for Klaggen's race. He stroked the small tentacles protruding from the bottom
of his face.

Klaggen: "I guess it's a start..." *clicked on the 'buy' button* "Hah! Someone tried to buy them before I
did! But he was no match for my Alienware Technology Computer! In your face!"

At the guy who tried to buy the robots...

William Shatner: "Darn it! My, Compaq Presario was, too slow for the, other guy who bought them. I
must, check for another robot for my, new Star Trek come-back."

Back to Klaggen's ship...

Klaggen: "It says I'm to land on Eggman's new secret base at the bottom of the ocean on his world. Off I
go!"

Klaggen's black ship sped of to Eggman's base. There, his ship went underwater and docked in the bay
of the base.

Bokkun: "Sorry, bub, but we're closed for now! Go back home! Nya nya!"

Eggman: "Bokkun! Get over here!"

Bokkun: "What?"

Eggman yelled in his face.

Eggman: "Do you know what kind of creature he is? A Mind Flayer! His currency is Black coins! The
exchange rate for just one Black coin is massive! We could save a lot of room in our wallets!"

Bokkun: "B-but, Master, we're closed!"

Eggman: "I know that! But if you let this slide, I'll give you 1 Black coin."

Bokkun beamed; 50 rings (which equaled 1 Black coin) was more then he made in a month.

Bokkun: "Ok!"

Bokkun flew back to Klaggen.

Bokkun: "I changed my mind. We'll let you make your purchase, and THEN we'll close. Now, just sign
these papers and I'll be right back!"

Klaggen: "Fine then. 'Name: Klaggen, Birth date: January 1st, 1900 a.d., Email address: 
whoneedssleep@yahoo.com, Zip code: uhh...your mom. I don't have a zip code. There we go,
everything is filled out."

mailto:whoneedssleep@yahoo.com


Bokkun: "One moment please." *leaves for a minute and comes back with Decoe and Becoe* "Here are
your purchases. Thank you for using our website. Now, deposit your money and get out of here so I can
get paid!"

Klaggen wheeled them into his ship and left the base.

Klaggen: "Now, lets turn you two on." *pushes a button on his ship that produced a pair of tendrils that
shocked Decoe and Becoe.*

Decoe: "What happened?"

Becoe: "Yeah...I remember playing a game of Rock-Paper-Scissors to see who would be sold at the
price of 250 rings."

Decoe: "I'm pretty sure that I picked rock..."

Becoe: "Crap."

Decoe: "What?"

Becoe: "So did I."

Decoe: "That means that..."

Decoe & Becoe: "We were both sold!"

Becoe: "But to whom?"

Klaggen: "To me! I am Klaggen of the Orivane clan, and I spent 10 Black coins to purchase you, so now
I intend to use you! Now then, a little test..."

He looked around until he came across the 500-piece jigsaw puzzle he could never finish.

Klaggen: "Here! Finish this puzzle within 2 hours, or I'll scrap you both and buy new robots!"

Decoe & Becoe: "OK."

They sat down on the floor and started working on the puzzle together.

Decoe: "Becoe! That piece doesn't go there!"

Becoe: "Then where does it go?"

Decoe: "Here!"

Becoe: "No it doesn't! It goes right here!"



Decoe: "Ohh."

After about an hour and a half of this later, they were done.

Becoe: "Klaggen, we're done!"

Klaggen: "What? You are?"

Klaggen was sending hate mail to Piconjo while waiting for his Hentai porn movies to download.

Klaggen: "Well, let's take a look."

The puzzle was finished. The picture was that of Cream.

Klaggen: "BUNNY!!! Oh, ahem, hmm. Well done. It seems that you have earned the privilage of serving
me. Come with me to the briefing room."

Decoe looked at Becoe and shrugged, but they willingly followed him. In the briefing room, Klaggen
activated a hologram projector that showed a 3D map.

Klaggen: "This is what the humans call 'Arcum Asylum', a looney bin where humans are kept from
causing havoc in society. Your job is to infiltrate the Asylum in disguise and make your way into the
'Visual Surveilence Room'. There, you will turn all of the intercoms on. Put your communicator next to
the microphone and wait for further instructions. Now, go!"

Decoe & Becoe: "Yes, sir!"

Decoe and Becoe put on their disguises and got into the Asylum.

Guard: "Ahh, you two. Dave and Ben, you two are on surveilence duty."

Becoe: "In the surveilence room?"

Guard: "Of course in the surveilence room! Why do you two always say that?"

Decoe: "Uhh..just checking."

The guard showed them where the room was and they went in.

Becoe: "Get out the communicator, Decoe!"

Decoe: "Here it is!" *turns on the communicator and puts it near the microphone*.

Becoe turned on all of the intercoms on and the show began.

Klaggen: "Aft due mola netta ENDAL!"



All of a sudden, all of the staff in the Asylum stopped what they were doing and stared blankly into
space.

Klaggen: "Mi uly Klaggen! Tolu rula roha Asylum, G ona tey vola del FREYA!!!"

Everyone left the Asylum and went into the field and layed themselves down, muttering.

Klaggen: "Ah ha! It worked! Now you two, stand by. I'm coming to your position to put my plan into
action!"

Klaggen warped into the room.

Decoe: "So Boss, what's the plan?"

Klaggen: "Silence! Watch me use my ultimate power!"

The Mind Flayer spoke into the intercom another spell. The detainees in the cells on the moniters started
to react madly, beating on the door and stuff. After a few seconds, they turned of monsters.

Decoe & Becoe: "OOOOOOOOO!"

Then the entire Asylum transformed into an evil version of itself. The place was black in despair, mixed
with a lot more depressing colors.

Klaggen: "It worked! My plan has actually come to fruition! With my new fortress, I will extend my hand of
evil into the reaches of this world!"

Decoe: "Hooray!"

Klaggen: "But first...I MUST CHECK MY EMAIL!!"

THE END?



4 - A New Adventure of Randomness!

Note: No plus sign equals no own.

Weresheep: "Before this gets started, I'd like to say that after I made 'Eggman and Croix's Adventure of
Randomness', my inbox was already flooded with email to make a similar one. Never one to displease
my fans, I put my thinking hat on and made this one. I hope it is as good as the other one. Sequels
usually aren't."

Time: Aw come on, I really shouldn't have to put this here. Oh well. A few days after "Goodbye, Cerinia".

Remember Sigma from "Goodbye, Cerinia", how he fell onto The Egg Citadel? Well, lets just say that it
didn't kill him. His real head escaped with Dr. Eggman. Eggman built him a new body and thus, a new
adventure began aboard The Egg Carrier...

Johnny Quest: "Hey Hachi, what the Hell just happened to the camp?"

Hachi: "I do not know, My Friend, but I all of a sudden have this strange feeling of
ecstasy....WOOOOOO!!! I can see through my hands!!"

Hachi collapsed on one of the tents unconcious. Bandit came out of the tent and mauled him to death.

Johnny Quest: "Holy crap! Better that stupid Hindu-speaking weirdo then me!"

Johnny tried to run, but got stepped on by one of those spider thingies. The hatch on it opened up to
reveal Sigma.

Sigma: "This end is clear, Eggman. Commence operation: 'God Dammit, for the last time, your
daughter's name is Jessie!' Do you read me?"

Inside The Egg Carrier, Eggman tied up Race and Jessie Bannon to a wall.

Eggman: "That's a 10-4. Do it, Croix!"

Croix+: "Aye aye. Alright, Bannon. Listen to this and listen good. You have a daughter named Jessie.
You don't have a son, and his name isn't Johnny. A lot of people have been getting confused because of
you and your gayness. Now, speak!"

Race: "Ummph!"

Croix: "What's that?"

Race: "Ummph!!" (he's trying to say "Jessie!")



Croix: "What's that, 'Johnny'? That's not the answer. Looks like it's another round of 'Wheel of Destiny'
for you!"

Race: "UMMMMPHHHH!!!"

LATER!

Eggman and Sigma waited in the bushes for a moment. A white bunny came running with a box of
cerial.

Eggman: "Got ya!"

Trix: "What the?"

Sigma: "Shut up!" *punches the crap out of the rabbit*

Eggman: "Trix are not for you, you Retarded Rabbit!"

Trix: *Starts crying like a wuss*

The kids come and took the cerial box away from Croix.

Croix: "Hey!"

Kid: "Silly immortal floating head, Trix are for kids!"

Croix: "What?"

Croix fired a hot red laser from his eyes that burn with the fires of a thousand evils and fried the kids to a
cinder.

LATER!

Announcer: " With just two more minutes to go and with the Patriots down by 12 points, it seems to me
that even with their star player, Waltor Payton, the Infernals still look like they can taste that Gridiron
Trophy today, folks!"

Eggman: "Not while I'm alive! Huddle!"

Sigma and Croix listened in on Eggman's plan and broke off. Eggman beat up the half-time
entertainment band and filled it with a battalion of his Egg Pawns and make them distract the crowd
while Sigma and Croix got into position.

Patriot quarterback: "Time out! Time out!"

Referee: "You're out of time-outs! I can't just...YIKES!"



Croix beat the Ref up and put on his clothes.

Croix: "Ahem! Uh, go ahead."

Meanwhile...in the locker room...

Patriot full-back: "Ok, just one more minute and I'll be there, Coach."

Sigma: "Sorry, it's time to punch out." *jacks the full-back and puts on the uniform he was wearing* "With
me as their full-back and Croix as the Ref, there's no way The Patriots will lose!"

Back at the field...

Croix: *On a talkie* "Master, everything is in place. It is time."

Eggman: "Good. Let's put this into action. It's time to stop, my minions!"

The Egg Pawns left the field, to everyone's relief. The players took their positions. The Patriots had the
ball.

Patriot quarterback: "Ok, you guys. We need to win this. I'll fake pass to Payton, but I'll really hand off to
the new full-back. Ready, BREAK!"

Patriots: "GO, PATRIOTS!"

Patriot quarterback: "Do, blue 42, set....HIKE!"

He was hicked the ball, fake passed it to Walter and handed the ball to Sigma. The Reploid plowed
through the team of Infernals like a hot knife through butter. Well, more like a lightsaber through a
Kataarn.

Announcer: "I don't believe this! The newbie fullback just ran the whole field! What a splendid turn of
events!"

The Infernals received the ball. The one who caught it ran forward as fast as he could, but to his
dismay...

Sigma: "RRRRRAAAAAAARRRRRRRGHHHH!!! I AM THE HIGHLANDER!!!"

Sigma tackled the Infernal and recovered the fumbled ball. He needed to only run like 20 yards. They
made the extra 2 points and won the game.

Tyrande Whisperwind: "I award The Patriots with The Gridiron Trophy. Well done."

Eggman & Sigma: "YEAH!" *high five*

LATER!



Sigma had a full house. Croix had a flush. Eggman had all the cheese.

Sigma: "FULL HOUSE! HAH!"

Croix: "Dahhhh!"

Eggman: "Wait! You still have five-sies!"

Croix: "YES!"

LATER!

Obi-Wan's Force Ghost appeared in front of Sigma aboard The Egg Carrier while on it's way to
Wal-Mart.

Obi-Wan: "Sigma...You still have much to learn..."

Sigma: "Like what?"

Obi-Wan: "You still haven't shipped out that 500 bucks for that lightsaber I let you borrow in Megaman
X1. I have come to collect."

Sigma: "Sure. Here it is."

Obi-Wan: "Oh, thanks! ^_^"

The Jedi disappeared.

Sigma: "Jeez. To think that they charge less for rentals."

Eggman: "Who cares? I'm going to beat the crap out of everyone in front of me to get the first copy of
'Kingdom Hearts 2'."

LATER! (for the last time)

Eggman: "Boy, today sure was fun. I'm glad that I gave you a new body and stuff. But I initially thought
that you hated me because I celebrate Hannikah."

Sigma: "Hey, I just don't like ensomnia."

Croix: "A toast! To Master, and Reploid Master!"

Bill "The Fox" Foster's reanimated corpse: "Zickey zackey, zickey zackey, HOY HOY HOY! Zickey
zackey, zickey zackey, HOY HOY HOY! Zickey zackey, zickey zackey, HOY HOY HOY!" *drinks two
whole beers about as fast as if you poured it on the ground*



Adam Carolla: "And now, GIRLS JUMPING ON TRAMPOLINES!!"

The three looked at the moniter and watched the hottie Juggies jump on a trampoline.

THE END!



5 - Louis Mane, Bounty Hunter

Note: No plus sign equals no own. Also, this has a spoiler in it (Sonic X; they will be underlined).

Time: After Cosmo fully recovered, which was a few days after "Goodbye, Cerinia".

Let's now take a look at a new fan character of mine; Louis Mane, a famous intergalactic bounty hunter.
His jet black hair and Han Solo-like ingenuity wins him all the girls. He rather takes his bounties alive.
Louis travels the galaxy, making an honest living. Except when he's forced to kill. This is his story, that
entwines with two familiar characters...

Louis+: I wonder who my new client is. Don't know, but what I'm really concerned about the other two
bounty hunters; not very many decent hunters in the galaxy anymore....

He entered the room of the ship that was bought for use of the three bounty hunters only. When Louis
sat down in on the only open seat at a round table, he noticed that the other two were reading the
newspaper. He did like wise.

After a couple of minutes, a holovid appeared on the middle of the table.

Zeus: "Greetings, legendary bounty hunters. I am Zeus, Master of Olympus. Reveal yourselves to your
comrades, so your job can begin."

Louis and the other two did as they were told and put down the newspapers. All three of them gasped at
the same time. Louis knew exactly who the other two were.

Louis: "Hey, you're Boba Fett! The son of Jango Fett, the clone bounty hunter dude. And your Samus
Aran, the bounty hunter who hunted down those Metroids and defeated Mother Brain!"

Boba: "And you're the softy bounty hunter, Louis Mane, who would rather take his catch alive. Why are
we here, Zeus? If that is who you are."

Zeus: "I will prove to you, Nonbeliever."

A bright light flashed. The three found themselves floating in a cosmic place. Louis looked down and
saw that they were standing on the symbol of Zeus. They could see the stars everywhere. They were
beautiful.

Zeus: "Do you believe me now?"

Everyone nodded.

Zeus: "Good! I am omninecent, and am aware of everything in my world. A few mortal minutes ago, I
noticed my father, Kronos, doing something you mortals would be shocked to hear. Did anyone know



who 'Dark Oak' was? Didn't think so. Anyway, Kronos has always been trying to escape Tartarus. This
time, he has done something drastic; he resurrected Dark Oak's lackey, Black Narssisus. I am not aware
of what he's capable of, but no doubt to release Kronos. You must stop him. Should you bring me the
remains of Black Narssisus, I will give you something worth your time: 2 billion of your mortal
credits...each."

The King of Olympus transported them back to the ship. Louis was pilot, Samus was co-pilot, and Boba
was in gunner position.

Zeus: "You will find Black Narssisus in a place known as 'The End of The World'. There, Black Narssisus
will try to bring Kronos through an alternate route in Tartarus. Hurry, before Kronos comes back into
power!"

Boba: "Whatever. As long as I'm paid."

Samus: "Not to worry."

Louis: "Consider it done. I don't normally kill, but I will make an exception."

The ship sped off towards the unknown, ready to confront the vile Black Narssisus.

Samus: "Who is this 'Black Narssisus', anyway?"

Boba: "I think I do. He was some pansy Metarex commander. Though he was the most cunning of the
commanders and was just as feared as Dark Oak himself, he still died, just like his master."

Louis: "Metarex...to everyone nowadays, they are just a bedtime story."

Samus: "They were a bedtime story when I was on SR-388. But I didn't know for sure if they really
existed. It looks like they did indeed exist, or existed I should say."

Louis: "Hey Fett, how do you know about Metarex, anyway?"

Boba: "Got lucky, I guess. I heard rumors that Metarex faced something that they were having trouble
with, as they once had a base on Tatooine. There were even a few Metarex soldiers in the Sarlaac
during my brief stay. Then...the base was gone....all of the computers there said 'Master is dead'."

Samus: " 'Got lucky' my power-suited @$$."

Louis: "How far is this 'End of The World', anyway?"

Boba: "Not sure. Might be a while."

And so it was. Hours passed, with only Zeus' voice briefly saying, "Keep going...you're heading the right
way..." and the basic chatter of the three crew.

In Tartarus, Kronos of Time was growing impatient with Black Narssisus.



Kronos: "How much longer, Metarex fool?"

Black Narssisus heard The Titan in his head as he prepared the ritual to free Kronos.

Black Narssisus: "Not much longer, Titan. As long as you keep your end of the bargain, so will I."

Kronos: "I know...should you release me, I will bring back the entire Metarex army, as well as your
master, Dark Oak."

Black Narssisus: "Heh heh heh...not so weak, am I? HA HA HA HA!!!"

Back to the bounty hunters...

Louis: "Hey, you two, get in here! I think we are here!"

Samus and Boba ran into the cockpit.

Samus: *Looking at the swirling mass that was The End of The World* "My God...what the Hell is wrong
with that place?"

Boba: "It's The End of The World; weird name, weird place. That's what a bounty hunter should always
know."

Louis: "Kinda saw it coming. Here's a rumor I heard; it is said that this was the former home of the
creatures known as 'The Heartless'. They said that The Heartless were twice as evil and vicious and
powerful as the Metarex. Dark Oak himself was said to be a Heartless, because he could act like he
was...well, heartless."

Boba: "I too heard those rumors. It is also said that Dark Oak was extremely powerful was because he
swallowed his own planet's heart. A legend said that he would be defeated by someone who could
utelize the power of Chaos energy."

Samus: "I heard that there were TWO of the hero creatures who defeated Dark Oak, and only did so
when an alien, who was said to be the last of her kind, gave up her life and attached herself onto Dark
Oak and weakened him."

Louis: "Wasn't there a rumor that said that the creature who gave up her life was brought back to life by
means of what the barkeep said was 'Chaos Regeneration'? She came back only as a tiny seedling,
though. That much power...and it was only enough for a seed...still, it's said that the creature had a very
close friend who took care of her when she was a seed."

Boba: "I heard that one, too. He was a completely different kind of alien, too. There is a new rumor that
went into cirrculation, that the girl alien had grown back into existence by the means of a very powerful
being. Some say he was a demon, or some sort of guardian god or something. I don't know if any of this
is true."



Samus: "We're in the atmosphere. It's so calm...anyway, the last I heard of the Metarex rumors was that
the alien girl now lives with her close friend. Sweet, but I think it may be a little more then that."

The gossiping trio left the ship and began to scour the surface of the world.

Louis: "What does Black Narssisus look like, anyway?"

Boba: "We'll know when we find him. He seems to be the only one here."

Samus: *Adjusting her helmet* "I'm getting a life reading over to the north. I also detect invisible walls
ahead. Stay near, or you could get lost."

The invisible maze lead them in winding turns and twists.

Louis: *BAM* "Ow. Wall. *BAM* "Ow. Wall."

Samus: "I said to stay close!"

They finally got out of the maze. The place was eeriely calm. Boba had his rifle on the ready, with Louis'
shoulder-mounted blaster was alerted.

Samus: "This place...I've been to Dark Aether before, but even it had SOME light."

Boba: "Thermal isn't picking up anything. How are we supposed to get the money if we can't find the
bounty."

Louis: "Keep your guard up. I have a bad feeling about this."

A dark creature moved in the Catacombs. It's bright yellow eyes a beaken in the darkness. It melded into
the shadows and followed the bounty hunters.

Louis: "ACK!"

Samus: "What is it?"

Louis: "I picked up some movement. We're being followed. My radar says that it has no 3D qualities. It's
almost like it's a..."

Boba: "Shadow?"

Louis: "Exactly. It stopped. I don't think it will get too close."

Samus: "We have to flush it out somehow...that's it! Turn all off the lights."

Boba: "This could be interesting."

All of the lights went off. That was a bad move.



Lous: "Crap."

Samus & Boba: "What?"

Louis: "Picking up even more movement...a lot are coming....but I think we can take 'em. They appear to
be little."

Samus: "Zeus said to hurry, so let's run and gun!"

Louis: "3...2...1...RUN!"

Louis, Boba, and Samus ran deeper into the cave, while shadow Heartless remnants jumped on the
hunters. Boba blasted several out of the air.

Boba: "How many of these things did you say there were?"

Louis: "Lots."

Boba: "This is too easy."

The hunters hid behind a corner and gave the Heartless the slip.

Samus: "We got everything an adventure can get. All we're missing is one big spooky and strong one..."

At that moment, an Invisible Heartless came into view.

Louis: "Crap! It can cloak?"

Boba: "Let's heat things up."

Boba turned on his torch and set it on fire, but it disappeared and the fire went out.

Samus: "My visor can't pick it up."

Boba: "Dammit!"

The Invisible was behind Samus and was going to stab her with his jagged sword. As it came into view,
it was suddenly snatched up.

Louis: "What the Hell?"

They turned to see similar creatures eating the Invisible. They were black, but didn't have any symbols
on them. They hunched over the Heartless, feasting on the darkness of it's body.

Samus: "Scanning...complete. It says these are known as 'Necroids' (+). They are found only in the
darkest of places, feeding on the darkness. It looks like these things recently set up here. They only eat



darkness...no meat."

Louis: "That's a relief. With most of the Heartless gone, the food chain seems to becoming vibrant
again."

Boba: "I wanted that one."

After leaving the Necroids to their feast, they proceeded to the Main Chamber.

Samus: *Whispering* "There he is; Black Narsissus."

Louis: "Let's come up with a plan. First, we..."

Black Narssisus: "So, you think that your plan will succeed? HAH! Not against me!"

Hunters: "CRAP!"

Black Narssisus summoned dark tentacles from the ground and they caught everyone.

Boba: "Just wait 'til I get my hands on you..."

Black Narssisus: "He he he...once Kronos is free, he will bring back Dark Oak, and without Cosmo to
weaken him, he will be invincible!"

Louis: "So the rumors WERE true! The girl's name was Cosmo! Sorry to break this to you, but Cosmo
may still be alive."

Samus: "That's right; if what you say is true, then, Black Narssisus, that your master was killed because
of Cosmo, then it will happen again; in other words, you lose again!"

Black Narcissus: "Ha ha ha! But if Kronos makes my master stronger...I WON'T HAVE TO WORRY!!!"

Boba: "Hey, it's your funeral, pal. Turn off all the lights!"

Darkness engulfed the area.

Black Narssisus: "I don't fear the darkness, fools!"

Louis pried out of the tenticles and shot at Black Narssisus, but he vanished behind him.

Black Narssisus: "You must try harder then that."

Louis: The Heartless or the Necroids aren't coming....God dang it, this should've worked!

Louis got mad and kicked at the air. Surprisingly, Black Narssisus was right nexted to him and got
shinned.



Black Narssisus: "GAHHHHHH!!!"

His shin broke off.

Boba and Samus: "What the Hell!?"

They were unwrapped and landed next to Louis.

Everyone: 0.o?

Kronos: "WHAAAAAAAAAAAT!!!?? Black Narssisus, you are WEAKER then any one I've seen!!
Cunning, but WEAK!!!"

Louis blasted Black Narssisus back to Hell and took his remaining eyes.

Kronos: "I'll get you for this!"

Samus: "Don't think so."

The Necroids jumped into the portal where Kronos was and began to devour him.

Kronos: "BUT..BUT, HOW?!?! I AM A TITAN!!! THE FATHER OF TIME AND DARKNESS ITSELF!!!"

Louis: "Exacly. Necroids EAT darkness!"

Boba: "Go to Hell, Titan SOB."

Kronos: "NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!"

His voice trembled the entire place. The hunters escaped The End of The World in time to witness
Kronos' power destroy The End of The World.

Boba: "Now, let's get paid!"

THE END



6 - Klaggen vs. Chaotix

Note: No plus sign equal no own.

Time: 3 days after "Klaggen The Mind Flayer".

Meanwhile, while Klaggen was checking his email, he was also going over his new plan in his head
while Decoe and Bocoe were goofing off.

Klaggen+: My next plan...if I'm going to extend my dark plans, I need a queen. But, who will marry me?
There isn't a female Mind Flayer for lightyears..or maybe I can find the most attractive person here. Hah!
No spam fo me! Now that I'm done, I'm going to do more research.

He spent hours on the computer searching for someone.

Klaggen: "You two! Robots! Tell me, who is the most ripe aged creature you know of that I could marry?"

Decoe and Bocoe were truly perplexed by this question.

Decoe: "Uhhh...how old are you, exactly?"

Klaggen: "Over 100 years."

Bocoe: He sounds more like he's in his mid-30's.

Klaggen: "Someone not too young and not too old...who fits that description?"

Decoe: "How about Vanilla, Cream's mother? She's shouldn't be too young or too old."

Klaggen: "Maybe...hmmmm...sounds about right. Let's see...'Vanilla The Rabbit', here it is. Ohh, ohhh,
BUNNY!!! She's perfect! Where can I find her?!"

Bocoe: "Somewhere here on Earth, sir. Soon after Dark Oak's defeat, a number of planetary immigrants,
one of which was Cream's family, moved to Earth."

Klaggen: "Dark Oak...we, The Mind Flayers, celebrated for a night and a day after he was destroyed 8
years ago...no matter. I have a new job for you."

Decoe & Bocoe: "Yes, sir?"

Klaggen: "I have turned one of the detanees of this Asylum into a monster that has an incredible sense
of smell. Take him and search for the mother. Also, take Cream as well, for I shall FORCE her to marry
me....she is single, right?"



Decoe: "Uhhh...none of the guys at Sonic Team really knew who Cream's father was. But we do know
that he is probably dead or otherwise. So yes, she's single."

Klaggen: "Right then! The monster is in room #490. Do not return here until you find Vanilla! Now, GO!"

Decoe and Bocoe ran out of the ship to room #490. Klaggen looked at the picture of Vanilla on his
computer.

Klaggen: "Vanilla...you will be mine, or else..."

Somewhere in the woods...

Weresheep (that's me): "And that's all that I heard of the matter. Terrible thing, that is..."

Cream: "Poor Blaze...will she be ok?"

Weresheep: "Of course! She's way too stubborn to let something like that to bring her down. But, I am
more concerned about her emotional pain...I'm sure that Sonic feels the same way...anyway, more
news; Arcum Asylum was recently abandoned for some odd reason." *stroking my now longer beard*
"The reports say that it is now inhabited by monsters or something. Kinda weird, really."

Cream: "Monsters?"

Weresheep: "That's what the news said. Anyhow, I've got to get back to the base on the moon; got a
new idea just now. See ya, Cream. Tell your mother I said 'Hi'!"

Cream: "OK! Goodbye, Mr. Sheep!"

I left and she waved goodbye. Nearby, Vector was planning to do what he's always wanted to do, but
was too nervous.

Vector: "Charmy! How do I look? Is my tie on right? Do I look ok? Are these flowers beautiful enough?"

Charmy: "You look fine! Now just go already!"

Espio: *Appearing out of nowhere* "Vector, what the heck are you doing?"

Vector: "Me? Uhh, well, you see, I was uhhhh..."

Charmy: "He's going to ask Vanilla if she likes him."

Vector: "Shut up, Charmy!" *grabs his face with his hand* "Jeez, you're 14 years old and you're STILL
annoying!"

Espio: "What? You're kidding me! Not again. The last time you tried to get involved in a romance, you
almost got Tails and Cosmo flattened by your 'Big Idea'. But, I guess that this is only a baby step. Just
try to hurry, or you'll be too old. I'll stay back and watch you."



Vector: "Ok...I'm just really nervous." *Deep breath* "Ok, here goes."

Vector walked to the door of the house and knocked on it. No answer. He knocked again. Still no
answer.

Cream: "Hey Mr. Vector, what are you doing?"

Vector: "ACCKKKK!! Don't scare me like that! I was just seeing if your mother was here."

Cream: "I'll check out back."

She left Vector standing there. Espio and Charmy gave him the thumbs up, but he wasn't looking too
hot. By the way, not looking too hot can be dangerous for a crocadile, but Vector was different. He pulled
the strap of his tie a little and gulped.

Cream: "EEEEEEKKKKK!!!"

Chaotix: "WHA!!!?"

The three ran to the back and noticed the gaping hole in the house.

Vector: "What the heck?"

Cream: "Mother! Where are you?"

Charmy: "Hey, I found Gemerl!"

The Bee lifted up a little rubble to reveal the robot. It stood up and spun it's head around.

Espio: "I think I know what happened here. We are still detectives, after all. Whoever did this wasn't
human, or a robot for that matter. It headed off that way."

Vector: Ugggghhhh...what were the chances? "Lead the way, Espio. We need to find Vanilla."

Cream: "Ohh, Mother..."

Espio ran through the woods by way of Ninjitsu. Vector wasn't as young as he used to be, as he had
problems keeping up. But the thought of Vanilla being captured by some monster kept him going.

Charmy: "Hey guys, I can see something up ahead. It's a monster, alright! And it has Vanilla!"

Cream: "A monster?"

Decoe: *To Bocoe* "Hey, I think we're being followed!"

Bocoe: "No matter. We forgot Cream, but she is one of the people following us. Klaggen won't get mad."



Decoe: "I hope you're right..."

Bocoe: "Now, let's see what this baby can REALLY do! Hee-ya, great beast! Hee-ya!" *whips the
monster's reins*

The wolf-like beast howled freakishly and ran even faster, losing it's persuers.

Espio: "Dammit...it got away....we can stil follow it's trail, though. Keep following!"

Decoe and Bocoe got to the Asylum and tied up Vanilla. She was placed before Klaggen, who's face
was surrounded by the shadows.

Klaggen: Bunny, bunny, bunny, bunny.... "Hello, Vanilla...heh heh heh...do you like what I've done to the
place? Really quite lovely, don't you think?"

Vanilla: "Who are you, and why did you kidnap me?"

Klaggen: "Ha ha ha! You'll know soon enough. In the mean time, try to get comfy; you'll be tied up for a
while if need be.

Vanilla was gagged and thrown into an empty cell.

Klaggen: "And now to prepare for the wedding...heh heh heh...I can just make a pair of rings when I
need too. And I need to right now. Decoe! Bocoe! Keep a sharp eye out for Cream when she arrives.
Take the Great Lycan with you. I'll be making preparations."

Bocoe: "Can I name him 'Bobo'?"

Klaggen: "Fine, whatever. Just get going!"

The robots left with the creature. Klaggen went to his ship and instantly created a pair of black rings.

Klaggen: "Heh heh heh...only one thing is missing, now..."

Outside the Asylum...

Espio: "The trail leads to here."

Cream: "This is the Asylum that Mr. Sheep was talking about. Mother is in there...with all of those
monsters."

Vector: "Don't *pant* worry, Cream *pant*, we'll rescue *pant* Vanilla. Move over *pant*."

He's getting too old for this crap. He started to ram the door with his strength. It finally came down after
like 10 hits.



Espio: "So much for a stealthy entrance."

Decoe and Bocoe ran to Klaggen.

Decoe: "Klaggen! Cream has arrived, and she's being accompanied by the Chaotix Detectives Vector,
Charmy and Espio!"

Klaggen: "Quick! Get into the main hall. When I give you the signal, you and my monsters will apprehend
them."

Decoe & Bocoe: "Right!"

They waited in the main hall for the Chaotix Detectives and Cream. The Heroes entered the room,
unaware of the danger from within.

Espio: "This doesn't feel right...I'll check it out. Stay here." *turns invisible*

Cream: "I hear something..."

Klaggen: "Grab them!"

A throng of monsters grabbed the Heroes. They struggled, but to no avail.

Klaggen: "Ha ha ha! You! Bring Vanilla in here!"

Decoe: "Yes, sir!"

Decoe ran off and came back with Vanilla and ungagged her.

Vanilla: "Cream!"

Cream: "Mother! Please let her go!"

Klaggen: "I don't think so! I have plans for her; and you!"

Charmy: "What do you have in mind, Squid-face?"

Klaggen: "Easy! I am Klaggen The Mind Flayer, and I need a beautiful queen for when I extend my dark
hand across the globe. And your mother here will do just nicely as my wife."

Vanilla: "What? I won't let you marry me!"

Klaggen: "Maybe I can get you to reconsider." *signals Bocoe*

Bocoe put a leash on Bobo and stood so that Bobo was close to Cream, drooling and growling at her.

Cream: *Shakes*



Klaggen: "Here is your choice; marry me, or your delicate little daughter will be devoured by the Great
Lycan. I don't like to waste life, so I say you choose the former. So, what'll it be?"

Vanilla looked at her daughter; if she chose wrong, Cream would be torn limb from limb by that monster.

Vanilla: "I...I..."

Klaggen: "Yes, My Dear?"

Vanilla: "I...do..."

Klaggen: "Hah hah hah hah! That was good practice! Now that that's settled, I want you to say that
again, but this time, it will be official."

Vector's eyes suddenly exploded in a blue flame, then a red flame of anger and hate. That's already two
parts of the path to the Dark Side, skipping fear.

Vector: "AAARRRRRRRGGGGGGHHHHHH!!!!"

Vector found the strength he needed and ripped the arms off the monster that was holding him and beat
the s*** out of it. Espio appeared and threw Kunai knives at two more, killing them instantly. Cream,
being the pacifist that she is, flew into the air and unhooked a chandelier, thus killing a few monsters
(including Bobo) indirectly. Charmy, well, he stung one that was dead, but he didn't know. I'm not a big
Charmy fan: I was stung, I have allergies, and it was absolute HELL!

Klaggen: "Fools! You can't stop me! Decoe, Bocoe! Grab Vanilla and let's get the Hell out of here!"

Victor: "Not today!"

The Croc grabbed the robots and bashed their heads together. They weren't destroyed, but damaged.

Victor: "I'm gonna make you into Kalamari, 'cuz you're next!"

Klaggen: "Fool of a Crocodile! You can't stop a Mind Flayer!"

Klaggen fired a spell at Vector, but it was swatted aside. Vector was in his face before Klaggen knew it.

Klaggen: "Crap..."

Vector: "Say goodnight, Squid-face."

Vector grabbed Klaggen's leg with his maw and spun him around faster and faster. Espio threw Decoe
into the air, while Charmy and Cream lifted him and Bocoe into the air, setting them as targets for
Vector.

Vector: *Lets go*



Klaggen flew at Decoe and Bocoe, hit them and they flew throught the roof and landed on Klaggen's
ship. It turned on and sped off to far away lands.

Klaggen: "I'll be BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACK!!!!"

Alienware Tech. Computer: "You've got mail! ^_^"

Espio: "That was a sensible piece of embionce."

Vector untied Vanilla and took out the amazingly undamaged flowers.

Vector: "Uhhh, Vanilla, will you uhh, accept these f-f-from me?"

Vanilla: "Oh, Vector, these are lovely. Thank you! ^_^"

Vector: "Oh, uh, yes, well, uh, you're welcome."

Cream: "Thank you for saving Mother, Mr. Vector!"

Vector: "Oh yeah, I did, didn't I?"

Charmy: "Hey! Not without me and Espio!"

Espio: "Hm!"

Vector: "Of course! Not without you guys!" *grabs Espio and Charmy* "The Chaotix Detective Agency is
nothing without his fellow detectives!"

Vanilla & Cream: "He he he he he."

Cthulua (he's wearing a mask so no one will be put under a spell): "Hey, Arcum guys, I'm back from
vacation!" *looks around the wrecked place* "What the heck? Ohh well. I guess this means that I get to
go on vacation again! Osaka, here I come!"

THE END



7 - A short story about Anth

Note: No plus sign equals no own.

Time: 17 years before "Goodbye, Cerinia".

Ever want to know what the Hell Samael was babbling about in "The Return of Blaze: Chapter 1"? Well,
this is his story...as well as another's.

There was the darkness of a dark, forgotten ship, that would never be known until now. It was The
Necropolis, Samael's ship. He had done a horrifying deed; he had stolen The Necronomicon, and was
planning to use it's awesome power.

Samael: "I finally have it; The Necronomicon! With it, I will summon to this plane, a servant...an immortal
servant. Only a newly dead soul will work."

The Necromancer lifted the Book with his magic and began to chant a spell. A dark mist appeared,
followed by a human shape beginning to appear in the middle of it.

Samael: Yes! That's it! Give me his soul, forever!

It was a 12-year old boy. He was Anth, Agent South's deceased little brother (you remember what South
said about his little brother in "Goodbye, Cerinia", right?). He had just recently died of the terminal
disease. Samael wanted a servant who would obey him without question forever. The Zombie rose from
the ground, his dark eyes shone in the darkness.

Samael: He ha ha ha ha ha! That's right; RISE!!!

Samael almost finished the ritual, which would have put Anth under his total control. All of a sudden, a
fox burst into the room.

James McCloud: "Hold it there, Creepy!"

Samael: "Wha? Who the Hell are you? How dare you interrupt me!?"

James: "This. I'm James McCloud, and you had better stop."

James shot the Necromancer in the shoulder, stopping the ritual.

Samael: "Damn it all! I'll make you suffer for this, McCloud! You hear me? SUFFER!!!!"

Samael disappeared into a purple smoke. Anth, who was aware of everything that was happening,
grabbed the Necronomicon.



Anth+: "James! He escaped, but don't worry about it. You must get the Hell out of this place, or it'll blow!"

James: "What?"

Anth: "Just go!"

They both ran in different directions; James running back to his Arwing, while Anth ran to the escape
pods. The escape pod launched to the planet below, which was Earth.

Hours later...

Anth: Back home...never thought it would happen like this. Anyway, I had better make sure that no one
ever knows about me or The Necronomicon. No mortal eyes are meant to see it.

And so it was... short, yet sweet. Anth will appear in later stories by yours truly.
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